Event Categories and Event Themes are two different ways to tag events in Engage. Using both can help you find events based on your specific wants & needs!

**EVENT THEMES**

Event themes are more broad and overarching. Each event must have 1 theme that best represents the nature of the event.

**EVENT CATEGORIES**

Event categories are customizable and more specific to Stony Brook University. Events can have multiple categories. Event categories may change based on different times of year to highlight months or specific campus traditions. Filter events by event categories to find events you may be interested in!

- **VIRTUAL**
- **IN PERSON**
- **HYBRID**
  - PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
  - LEADERSHIP
  - CAREER / NETWORKING
  - MOVIES & GAMES
  - PERFORMANCE
  - ARTS & CRAFTS
  - COMMUNITY SERVICE
  - HEALTH & WELLNESS
  - RELIGIOUS SERVICE / CELEBRATION
  - SOCIAL ACTION

Questions? Email us at Studentengagement@stonybrook.edu!